
User Manual
W1028DA

3-in-1* Baby Walker

READ & FOLLOW ALL INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY
KEEP USER MANUAL FOR FUTURE REFERENCE

This product has been manufactured to 
comply with EN 1273: 2020(1) Walker (Sit-In or Push-Along)

(2) Rocker
(3) Activity Centre / Snack tray

*
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PostUcare™ Baby Walker Components 

Ergonomic 
PostUcare™ Baby Seat 
and seat Insert

Baby Walker Frame

Baby Walker 
Base

Baby Walker Tray-Seat 
Panel

Electronic 
Activity Center

Rocker Panel

Brake Pads

Wheels

Footrest Pad

A. Front Wheels X 2 B. Back Wheels X 2

C. Brake Pads X 6

D. Footrest Pad X 1
(Feeding & Rocker Function)E. Push Handle X 1

F. Baby Walker Unit (Base,
Frame & Tray-Seat Panel)

G.1 Ergonomic PostUcareTM

Baby Seat
H. Electronic Activity

Center

Parts List
Ensure that you have ALL the parts for this model BEFORE assembling your product

No tools are required

You are now the proud owner of a PostUcare™ 3-in-1 Baby Walker. Here’s 
to many hours of energetic fun while your baby receives great hip support 

and learns healthy postural habits 

Congratulations!

Push Handle

G.2 PostUcareTM

Baby Seat Insert



• Follow ALL instructions carefully & keep the manual for future reference

• Ignoring product assembly & safety instructions may result in serious injury of your baby

• This product must be assembled by a responsible person (adult)

• Remove components from packaging & ensure that all components are present and

undamaged. NOTE: If damaged, immediately package, store safely and contact

supplier @ www.postucarebaby.com

• Discard all packaging material properly (such as plastic bags, fasteners and ties).

• Keep out of reach of children as these material is a suffocation and / or chocking hazard.

• Only use Walker for a baby who can sit unassisted & until the baby can walk unassisted 
and weighs up to 12kg.

• Ensure both babies feet are flat on the ground when inserted into the Baby Walker to 
prevent toe-walking.

• If used to seat the baby for feeding, attach the Footrest Pad to avoid uncontrolled Walker 
motion to prevent spillage and / or injury.

• The Walker is not intended for prolonged use – use for a maximum of 20 minute intervals.
• Only use Walker for intended purpose, DO NOT make modifications / additions.
• If components of the Baby Walker are damaged or missing, DO NOT USE.
• Only use manufacturer-approved replacement parts & accessories.

• The baby will be able to reach further and move rapidly when in the walker.

• Never leave your baby in the Baby Walker unsupervised & maintain visual contact at all 

times.
• Only use on flat, level & stable surfaces.
• Prevent access to stairs, steps, slopes, uneven surfaces.
• Prevent access to water sources such, but not limited to pools & ponds.
•  Guard all fires, heating & cooking appliances.
• Prevent access to  hot liquid, electrical cables, wires and unprotected plug points.
• Prevent collision with glass doors, windows & furniture.
• Prevent baby impact with low furniture edges & corners.
• If using outdoors, prevent long exposure of your baby to direct sunlight.
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Product Safety Instructions
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS 

HAZARDOUS ROUTES & ENVIRONMENTS

REASONABLE USE



Never leave Baby Unattended
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•PostUcareTM is not a medical product, all marketing material and articles;
including but not limited to text, graphics, images and other material are for
informative purposes only and is by no means to replace or substitute the advice
of any other healthcare practitioner.

•If you suspect any postural or hip dysplasia in your baby contact your healthcare
practitioner prior to using this or any other baby seating product.

•PostUcareTM  encourages safe and rational use of all baby products. Prolonged
use of any baby seating product is not recommended.

•Safe, responsible and rational use of baby seating products are encouraged.

•PostUcare cannot be held responsible for any damage, injury or loss due to
improper use of due to improper assembly.

•Safety checking the area for any and all possible hazards is the responsibility of
the caretaker and PostUcareTM cannot be held responsibly for any death, injury,
damage or loss caused by external factors.

Product Disclaimer

• PostUcareTM offers a six-month warranty. Terms and conditions apply.
• Due to our continuing program of development, we reserve the right to alter

specifications, colour and design of our product(s).
• Due to the variations in the style and design of our product(s) the illustrations used in

this User Manual are generic.
• This product carries a limited warranty of 6 months on all components.
• The manufacturer reserves the right to conduct inspection / tests of product damage

to determine warranty cover and whether repair, replacement (of damaged
component) or exchange is warranted.

Limited Warranty



Front

How to Assemble the PostUcare™ Baby Walker

Back

1. Turn the Baby Walker unit upside down. Insert the front wheels (A) fully into the front wheel slot in
the front end of the Walker base

2. Insert the back wheels (B) fully into the back wheel slot in the back end of the Walker base

Attach Front Wheels

Attach Back Wheels
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3. Ensure that the brake pad lugs are fully inserted into the appropriate slots in the base of the Walker.
Ensure the brake pads (C) are flush with the Walker base.

Step 3 Attach Brake Pads



5. Pass the plastic rings of the ergonomic PostUcare™ baby seat through the appropriate slots located
on the upper edge of the tray-seat panel of the Walker. Ensure the plastic rings butt against the
underside of the tray-seat panel, preventing the rings from sliding out the slots

Attach PostUcare™ Baby Seat
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Check Alignment & Open Walker 

4. Place the Walker wheels-down on a flat, smooth surface. Check that all four wheels are in contact
with the ground and there is no side-to-side wobble. Lift the seat-tray panel vertically until the Walker
frame clicks and locks in place (three height adjustments available: folded | mid | max). See “How to
Adjust Height of the Baby Walker”

6. Insert the Push Handle into the slots provided at the back of the seat-tray panel of the Walker. Press
Push Handle firmly into place

This Push Handle is designed for the baby to push the Walker. DO NOT 
carry the Walker by the Push Handle as damage & / or injury may occur.

Attach Push Handle



7. Ensure the on/off switch on the Electronic Activity Centre (H) is set to the OFF position. Turn the
centre upside down and insert 2 X AA Alkaline batteries (not included) as described in section on
“How to Fit / Replace Batteries”. Turn the centre the right way up and Insert the toy parts into their
corresponding slots. Position the centre on the Walker tray and push down until a “click” indicates
the centre is locked in place.

Step 7 Configure & Attach Electronic Activity Centre
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How to Adjust the Height of the Baby Walker
DO NOT adjust the Walker with your Baby in the Walker.
BEFORE opening, closing or adjusting Walker height, ensure your
baby is at a safe distance.

1. Rotate the lock button located on the underside of the tray-seat panel toward the front by
90° (in-line with groove of locking mechanism). NOTE: In order to rotate the lock button you
may need to pull it down slightly to clear the edge of the groove

2. Depress the front of the lock button into the groove of the locking mechanism
3. Adjust the height to the next height setting as desired (up or down)
4. Once in position, the lock button automatically rotates 90° so that the lock button is at right

angles to the groove of the locking mechanism.

1

2

4

3

Press 
front

PREVENTION OF “TOE WALKING” 
Adjust the Walker height so that the soles of your baby’s feet rest flat on the ground 
when your baby stands up in the Walker.

BEFORE placing your baby in the Walker, check that the lock 
button is turned 90° to the frame (secondary lock position).
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How to adjust the PostUcare™ Baby Seat with Insert 

Features of the PostUcare™ Baby Seat 

Step 8

8. Pass the plastic rings of the seat insert into the Ergonomic PostUcare™ baby seat through the
appropriate slots located. Ensure the plastic rings are flat against the seat before inserting the seat into
the walker as in Step 5.
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REQUIRED: Screwdriver & 2 X New AA 1.5V Non-Rechargeable Alkaline Batteries.

• Turn the Electronic Activity Centre OFF.
• Locate the battery cover on the underside of the centre.
• Loosen the screw securing the battery compartment cover using the appropriate

screwdriver.
• Press the tab and remove the battery compartment cover.
• Remove used batteries and insert new batteries according to correct polarity.

How to Fit / Replace Batteries in Electronic Activity Centre

• Only use the battery type as specified for the Electronic Activity Centre.
• Batteries must be inserted by a responsible person (adult).
• Do not attach other power sources to the battery terminals of the centre. This may

damage to the center.
• Rechargeable batteries are NOT recommended.
• Avoid using old and new batteries together.
• Avoid using different makes / types of batteries together.
• Keep batteries and tools out of reach of children.
• Only dispose of used batteries in designated waste units.
• Do not attempt to burn / incinerate batteries.
• Remove used batteries from the centre.
• Remove batteries from centre for storage or prolonged disuse.

ONLY USE AA 1.5V non-rechargeable Alkaline batteries 
(Not Included)

Ensure batteries are inserted according to the correct 
polarity as indicated inside the battery compartment

SAFE HANDLING AND MANAGEMENT OF BATTERIES

Functions of Electronic Activity Centre

B A 

C D E 

H G 

F 

fl) Rotate 360 degrees to hear click sound. 

0 Turn left to hear sound effect.

e Lights up when song starts.

6) Hear a honk when press down.

«) Turn 360 degrees to hear humorous tune. 

0 Press to hear songs.

0 Volume adjustable switch .

4D Push forward to hear tune and sound.



How to Convert from Walker to Rocker

Step 1

Step 2

1. Extend the Walker to its maximum height setting. Clip the Footrest Pad to the metal frame at the
base of the Walker

DO NOT use the Rocker configuration without attaching the Footrest
Pad. Failing to do so may result in foot injuries / crushing.

2. Depress both buttons on the top sides of the Rocker Panel. Rotate the panels downward by 90°
until they lock in position with buttons facing to the side. To return the panels to Walker
configuration, depress buttons and rotate upward until the panels lock in position with buttons
facing upward.
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Product Care, Maintenance & Storage
• Check the Walker components at regular intervals for wear or damage, especially after hard

impact (NOTE: DO NOT USE if structural damage is present).
• Avoid prolonged exposure to high temperatures and direct sunlight as this causes deterioration

and colour fading of product components and materials.
• Plastic and metal parts can be wiped down with a damp cloth. A mild soap can be used.
• Dry metal components thoroughly to avoid rust formation.
• The fabric seat can be brushed or wiped down using a mild soap. Wipe off excess soap and

allow to dry properly. DO NOT machine-wash / immerse in water!
• Avoid the use of abrasive scorchers and detergents for cleaning.
• Regularly clean the underside of the brake pads to ensure maintenance of friction for braking

when needed.
• Clean wheels regularly with a brush to prevent clogging with fibres and dirt.
• Ensure your Walker is clean and dry before storage.
• Remove batteries from electronic activity centre before storage.
• Store in a dry, cool place. Moisture / humidity can result in the growth of mould / mildew.
• Store your Walker in the folded position.

Made in China for Perspisio Pty. Ltd, RSA
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